
Thanks for meeting with me today.  Iʼve prepared some great information for you which is going the steps we take to ensure that we get your home sold.  Iʼm going to show you what we do thatʼs different and better than the other agents out there.

After listening to you share your plans over the phone, I believe I can help you.  To make absolutely sure, I want to ask you some thought-provoking questions.  As I listen to your answers, if I donʼt think Iʼm the right consultant to help you, Iʼll let you know immediately.  (As we speak, Iʼm going 
to make a lot of notes on this page).

Before I ask you those questions, Iʼm going to show you how I work, and if you donʼt think youʼre the right client for my consulting service, please let me know.  Fair enough?

When weʼre done at about ____ pm, Iʼll ask you what you believe is the best option for you.  And youʼve got four of them.

Option #1:  You donʼt have to do anything.  (lean negative) Iʼll give you all the information you need, and if youʼre not ready to decide yet, that will be fine.

Option #2:  You can do this all on you own.  Every year thousands of people buy a home all on their own.  So if you decide to do this all on your own, let me know.  (lean strong negative)

Option #3:  You can work with a traditional real estate agent if you decide, and I can even refer you to a more traditional agent.

Option #4:  You choose to work with me because you believe Iʼm your best option.  (lean strong positive)

So at the end of our consultation, Iʼll ask you…whatʼs it going to be – 1, 2, 3 or me?  (charged completely neutrally)

Fair enough?
Great.  Letʼs get started.

[Either move forward with Slide 2, or bring out binder and discuss scripts like My Purpose... Consult, Negotiate, Handle Details... Turbulence... Taxi/Limo... Testimonials... etc.]

Optional:  Talk about the symbolism of the logo...

“Mr. and Mrs. Seller, before we get into our discussion, I want to explain our teamʼs logo.

Some people ask us, “whatʼs with the chess piece?”  If you know the history of chess, it started in ancient India and Mesopotamia, and the castle was originally an armored chariot.  That really means something to us, and I hope it means something to you, because our main purpose in your 
life is to keep you safe, and to be your protective armour, above everything else.  All of the consulting, negotiating and handling of details we do works together as a system to keep you SAFE.  How does that sound?  (let them approve)  Ok that's great.  Letʼs begin.”



What I really want to show you today is how we can help your house really stand out

(click)

... just like this fish, so that it attracts more attention and more buyers, which is going to give you more money, itʼs going to save you time, and 
youʼll feel much better when itʼs all done.

The other reason I put this slide up, is because I believe the things we do to help you really stand out from our competition, and Iʼd like to show 
you what we do that is different and better than all the other real estate agents out there.

Fair enough?  Ok letʼs get started...



TEAM 
Approach

Marketplace 
KNOWLEDGE

EXCLUSIVE 
Home Selling 

Strategies

ACTIVE Ways 
of Attracting 

Buyers

In contrast to most agents, at the Charlton Advantage Team we use:

The Team Approach – having a team of professionals looking after every detail

Marketplace Knowledge– making sure we are up-to-date and in tune with what the market is doing and making sure our sellers know everything 
in order to make a good decision

Exclusive Home Selling Strategies – we have the most up-to-date and innovative strategies that will get your home sold

Actively Attracting Buyers – we make a conscious effort to attract the buyers, instead of waiting for them to come, and this in turn helps us sell 
more homes

We use all of these tools to sell your home quickly, for more money and with as little stress as possible.

Let me show you how.



Does The Company Matter?

Did you know that most people spend longer planning a vacation than they do picking an agent? A slight miscalculation or error can cost you 
thousands of dollars. We know it is important to find someone with a systematic approach, who has a strong track record.



Letʼs talk about Royal LePage for a second.  As a national company, weʼre second only to MLS.ca for web visitors, with 5.5 million unique visitors 
per year.  Royal LePage Meadowtowne has the largest market presence in Milton, with over ____% of the sales in town, and weʼve got two other 
offices strategically positioned in Georgetown and Mississauga.

Weʼre open more hours per week than any other company in the area.  Thatʼs a big deal if you want late night or weekend phone calls taken by 
a real live person.

Plus, weʼre part of the Toronto Real Estate Board and the local Milton board, so we get great access to buyers fleeing Toronto and moving out of 
the 416 area code, and we have a prominent storefront where we display all of our listings right in the heart of Main Street.  Our office will 
absolutely expose you to more buyers.



Are All Agents The Same?

That being said, my advice to you is that all agents work differently, even under the same company and office.  So how do you decide which 
agent is right for you?  (pause)



of Homeowners Are Dissatisfied With
Their Agents’ Performance...

72%

Here is an interesting fact. Out of curiosity, what do you think the number should be in that blank? What is the percentage of people that are 
dissatisfied with their previous agentʼs performance?

(click to show 72% appearing)

Almost ¾ of people are not satisfied.
Some of the reasons given are they were promised a selling price far from reality, agent was less experienced than they led people to believe, 
agent had poor negotiating skills and their home didnʼt sell, but …



Poor Communication...

... what do you think the major reason for this dissatisfaction was?

(let them answer and listen for future objections to handle)

In fact, it is poor, or even in some cases NO, communication. “The agent listed my home and I never saw or heard from them again.”  Most 
agents simply donʼt have the systems to properly manage their listings and communicate what is going on with the listing. Or they lack the time 
or desire to do so.

Mistakes are made when there is no communication. The price is too high, it remains too high, you donʼt know what marketing is being done, or 
if the agent is marketing at all.

We are going to call or email you every single week, and let you know how many people are viewing the home, what the feedback is from the 
showings and what we are doing to market and advertise your home. 



Weekly Communication Guarantee

“I commit to you personally that we will communicate weekly. And the guarantee is this: if we fail to communicate with you every week, we will 
deduct $100 off of my fee when the house sells. That is how confident I am that you will get that weekly communication. Did any of the other 
agents commit themselves and make themselves accountable to you? {LET THEM ANSWER}

What is going to happen is that weʼll be doing research and watching whatʼs selling, and if thereʼs any new competition.  Plus, one of our team 
members are going to give you a call as soon as we hear feedback from showings. Would you want to hear just the good stuff or all the 
feedback regarding your home? {get answer} Great! Thatʼs their job, to give it to you straight, as if cameras were in the home listening to what all 
the buyers that walk through the home are saying. This is what I mean by good communication. Can you see how keeping you involved and up 
to date on what is going on with your listing is important? {LET THEM ANSWER } [Trial Close]



Does It Matter If It’s A Team...
Or An Individual?

I want to talk about the “team” approach, and why this is the best option for homeowners today.  Iʼll even compare it to the single agent so you 
can see just how different and better our system is.

What you need to remember as we go forward is that in order to get a home sold, there are a lot of things that need to happen.



Meet with home owner to list their home. Measure all the rooms. 
Determine key selling features of the home. Prepare a thorough 

comparative marketing analysis of the neighbourhood. Help determine 
an appropriate listing price for the home. Order staging professional to 
get home ready. Prepare all paperwork for proper documentation of the 
listing. Transfer all listing details to MLS. Take a picture of the property. 

Order virtual tour. Order video tour. Get keys cut. Affix a lock box. Put up 
the sign. Write and ad for the property. Design an ad space for the ad. 

Order QR Code. Record 1-800 hotline message. Create customized 
website. Spread the word to other agents. Host an agents open house. 

Place the ad in appropriate media. Ensure proper rotation of the ad. 
Prepare feature sheets of the home. Deliver the feature sheets to the 

home owner. Organize an open house. Attend the open house. Remain 
up to date on all showings of your home. Communicate with sellers on 

progress. Check stats for area and watch the market. Negotiate the offer. 
Help to remove conditions. Help sellers organize their final steps. Deal 

with buyers agents. Call for feedback. Showcase listing in monthly 
newsletter. Profile on YouTube.

There’s a
lot to do

to get a home sold

PROPERLY

You can see a few of them on the screen.  In fact, we have a 127-item checklist that we follow for all of our listings, and in some cases some of 
those items are done more than once (sometimes very frequently) before the home is sold.  There are a lot of things to do and forgetting just one 
can have a major effect on the final sale price of your home.  We divide these tasks up among 4 team members to ensure all the details are 
covered... because we know that even a small mistake can cost you many thousands off your list price.



The 3 P’s
Put it on the MLS
Put up a sign
Pray someone else sells it

Hereʼs what most agents do... have you ever heard of the 3 Pʼs of traditional real estate?

Ok hereʼs the first one.  They will put it up on the MLS.

They will put up a sign... maybe even waste your time with an open house... and if they advertise anywhere, theyʼre usually advertising 
themselves as much or more than your house.

And then they will get busy doing other things and they will pray your home will sell.

The ordinary agent is not out actively looking for buyers, theyʼre passively waiting for them to appear.  Very little is done to ATTRACT BUYERS.

You may ask why.  It seems obvious that if you attract buyers, the listing will sell.



Well, letʼs look at what the ordinary agent faces.....



Salesman, IT Technician, Marketing, Phone Sales,
Home Stager, Janitor, Receptionist, File Clerk,

Industry Expert, Negotiator, Sign Installer,
Delivery Man, Taxi Driver, Printer, Designer,

Accountant, Mail Room Attendant, Database Manager

Other agents will tell you that you will get their PERSONAL attention. This would be good, if they had time to be able to  give anything the 
attention it deserves.

In order to do a proper job a Realtor must be a salesman, IT technician, marketing, phone sales, home stager, industry expert on many different 
local areas, and much much more… Way too many titles to count {Pause}  -  (make titles appear)

{MAKE this a PERSONAL moment}
I remember when I first started in Real Estate, I wanted to be everything to everyone.

I love working with people, and helping them buy and sell homes, and I like to negotiate and build relationships. However, as I said earlier that 
are a lot of things to do, and when I was on my own, I was running around like a chicken with my head cut off. I was unable to focus on the parts 
of the business I loved because I had to do other jobs to ensure that the listing was taken care of. {Press any key} This led me to start dropping 
the ball (like this guy), and it led to mistakes, and those mistakes could cost you money. It started in client care, but I know it would have led to 
other major areas. This was the single biggest reason I started my team. I knew there had to be a better way.



Chuck Melissa Jennifer Jenna Liane Cammie

So here's a bit about our team…

(weʼll need to modify this for each team member - change pictures around and modify wording)

There's me, and I'm the listing partner.  My prime directives every morning when I wake up are, "how can I sell your listing" and "how can I find as many buyers as possible through 
marketing efforts?"  Both of which, I'd imagine, are pretty important to you.  So I'm like the pilot of your plane.

Then there's Melissa, who is our team leader, she is your co-pilot.  She works behind the scenes to co-ordinate the marketing, write the ads, and she also answers phone calls from 
prospective buyers.  She makes sure everything happens when it should.

Jennifer is our full-time field agent.  She is constantly matching buyers and sellers together, and she's regularly working with 20-30 buyers at a time.  In fact, she might even have a buyer for 
your home right now.

Jenna is like your flight attendant.  She makes sure all of the details are done, that your paperwork is given to the people who need it, and that everything goes smoothly and on-time.  She 
also makes at least two follow up calls and emails to each agent who shows your home.

Liane is our home enhancement specialist.  She helps you get your home ready, and because she's part of our team, it doesn't cost you any extra to have her advice.  She literally adds 
$5,000 or more in your pocket, and she cuts your days on the market in half if you follow her step-by-step instructions.

Cammie is our photographer.  We've met dozens of photographers over the years, and she's the one that consistently delivers the best photos.  And her photo gallery and virtual tours allow 
for some incredible tracking so we know exactly how many people are watching, and where they found your listing.

Do you see how having an entire team working on your behalf can get your home sold far more effectively than any individual agent?



1,032 +

Together as a team, we've helped more than 1,000 people go through this process... and just so you know, half of the agents currently holding a 
license sold exactly ONE home last year.



97
(the other guys 40-60%)

How often do we sell the homes that we list?

The real estate board averages say that other agents have a 40-60% chance of selling your home.  We have a 97% chance of selling it... 
meaning that if we list 100 homes, weʼll sell 97 of them.  Far more than the industry average, and you have a 30% higher chance of selling your 
home with us.

PLUS:  we have never missed a deadline in nearly 8 years of our teamʼs existence.  That is unheard of in our industry.  I hear stories all the time 
about people owning two homes, or being left homeless... that just doesnʼt happen with us.  And it comes down to listening and helping you 
create a rock solid plan.

(optional:  talk about buy/sell timing from weapons book - pros and cons, do the more difficult one first)



99.5
(the other guys 98%)

How well do we do when we sell a home?

Well, if your home is listed for $100 dollars, our team will sell it, on average for $99 dollars and 54 cents.

The board average in our industry is 98%.  That means we're gaining you an extra ONE and a HALF percent with our home selling formula.

Plus, we treat your money just like it's our own.  We're strong negotiators, and when it comes time to negotiate, we are like pit bulls with your 
money.

You do want a strong negotiator on your side, do you not?



16
(the other guys 20-40 days)

Finally, we average 16 days on the market, which is much better than our competition.  The longer your listing stays on the market, the less likely  
it will be to sell AT ALL... so we want to maximize our marketing push in the first 30 days, with all guns blazing.

Also, when we get to the pricing section, I'll do my best to give you a time frame for a few different prices, so you can see how pricing and time 
relate to each other when it comes to selling your home, and you can choose the option the fits you and your plans the best.



The big message I want to get across is that having us on your team certainly stacks the deck in your favour...



How’s The Market?

So howʼs the market?

Letʼs talk about some local information, and then weʼll talk about where buyers REALLY come from.

(show the TREB Reports and Price Graphs from the binder)

(Is the market slowing down?  Picking up?)



The Truth About
Where Buyers Come From...

Next… I want to tell you the truth about where buyers REALLY come from.



NAR Profile 
of Home 

Buyers and 
Sellers 
2010

* Notice no open houses

Directly From Sellers
2%

Print Advertisement
2%

Home Builder
5%

Friend, Relative or Neighbour
6%

Yard Sign
12%

Real Estate Agents
36%

Internet
36%

The National Association of Realtors, which represents our entire industry, did a study last year, and the question they asked was…

"What was the FIRST way that you found out about the home that you eventually BOUGHT?"

This tells us exactly where buyers are really looking, and where they're going to look for YOUR home.

What do you think is the most common way people found the home that they eventually bought?

(listen)

First is the Internet, with more than 1/3 of the pie.  Imagine that… I think it's catching on (sarcastically)

Second - real estate agents.  And so we have a plan on how to spread the word to other agents.

Third most popular is the yard sign, with 12% of people finding the home they bought because they were driving around.  Buyers LOVE our signs, and I'll show you why.

Friends, relatives and neighbours make up another 6%.  Who is the best advocate for your house?  The people who care about you, and the people who care about your street… makes sense…

Builders are 5%, but I think we can agree that no builder is going to help us find a buyer.  (grin)

Print ads are low at 2%.  And even if somebody sees an ad, what do they usually do?  (let them answer)… Try to find it on the Internet…

And finally, the buyer may hear about your home from… YOU.  Directly from the sellers is 2%.  And we have some neat ways to get you involved, if you like.

Did you notice something missing?  (click)

Less than one percent of homes sell through an open house…. (listen for their reaction and discuss)

The truth is that most agents do this to appear like they're doing something for your home, but in reality open houses have very low success rates, and they often bring some foot traffic but very little else.

So hereʼs our philosophy - we MATCH our efforts, our BUDGETS, and EVERYTHING we do with this graph, because youʼre really hiring US to spend YOUR marketing budget.  We have to be accountable to that, and we need to allocate the resources in the best way possible.

Knowing what you know now, does that make sense to you?



Iʼve always seen the home buying process as a multi-step process.  From the very minute a buyer starts searching, until they put an offer in and 
buy your house, there's a whole series of steps they need to take - and it has to be done in a certain sequence...



If I put it into another example...

The biggest question I need to answer as YOUR marketing department is... how do I get THIS buyer, this frightened little squirrel...



... to move closer and closer, and eventually come right up and see your home.

Theyʼre not going to come up to me right away.  I need to lay those SEEDS in a way that theyʼll take one after the other.  (place imaginary seeds 
on the table for them, one after another... from them to you)

Most agents try to do too much with their advertising, and they end up scaring away their prospects.  They throw the bag of seeds at the squirrel, 
and the squirrel runs away.

Good marketing for your home is a series of CRYSTAL CLEAR NEXT STEPS.  Thatʼs how we ACTIVELY attract the buyer for your home.



The Internet...

Anyway...

Letʼs talk about the biggest piece of the pie.  The Internet.



Hereʼs an interesting graph, and itʼs taken from the same National Association of Realtors Survey of Buyers and Sellers we talked about earlier.

As you can see, the total number of people who used the Internet to search for a home in 2009 is 90%.  Today it would be even higher.

Whatʼs even more interesting is that the casual, occasional browser is shrinking every year, and the hardcore, frequent searcher is becoming the 
NORM.

Your next buyer is absolutely online, wouldnʼt you agree?



Years to reach 50 million users...

38 years 13 years 4 years

(if youʼre with younger sellers, you can say this... “I KNOW that I probably donʼt need to tell you how important the Internet is... but bear with me 
for a second...”)

Hereʼs how powerful the Internet has become.  It took 38 years for radio to reach 50 million users.  TV took 13 years.  The Internet - just four.



And the NEXT wave?

Mobile marketing.  Your cell phone is the next frontier.

And weʼre marketing there too.



Nine months to reach 100 million users...

In 9 months, thereʼs something else that reached not just 50 million, but 100 million users.  Just out of curiosity, can you guess it?

Yup, Facebook.

Itʼs how many people stay in touch, how they ask for help, and how they get information.  Well, itʼs nice to know that our team has over 2,500 
friends, and itʼs a great way to showcase your home to a group of people that are ACTIVE supporters of us and our business.



Twitter is another massive site for social interactions.  And weʼve got more than a THOUSAND people who follow our every move on Twitter.



Best Web Coverage... Guaranteed

Weʼre on more websites than anybody else - guaranteed.

Realtor.ca is the most popular search site, and we talked about Royallepage.ca being number 2 in Canada.  But weʼre also using classified sites, 
social networking sites, and some of our own websites to spread the word about your home.



Our YouTube channel alone has had 150,000 hits.

And when we put a video of your home on Youtube, complete with narration, not only is it better than ANY open house, itʼs also linked up by 
keyword with all our other videos... so even if somebody didnʼt click your video, it keeps showing up on the sidebar when theyʼre watching 
another video.  So thereʼs double likelihood with having as many videos as we have, for YOUR home to be seen either directly or indirectly.

And what you may not know is that YouTube is the second most popular search engine after Google.



7,823,174+
Impressions

102,422
Clicks

$62,694
Invested

A lot of those sites we mentioned earlier will definitely get you eyeballs, but hereʼs one of the biggest benefits of working with us.

This website is very low key, and it doesnʼt have our name on it.  We provide a list of benefits for signing in, and itʼs designed to collect emails.  
Baby steps, like the squirrel.

Hereʼs whatʼs happened since 2006.

Weʼve had over 7 million people see this website in their search results on Google.

Almost 95,000 people have clicked on the site.  Since we pay for clicks, itʼs cost us $54,000...



7,958
REAL BUYER e-mails

... but the big benefit to you from our website is that we have more than 7,400 buyer email addresses, and every single one has given us 
permission to email them about real estate.  You get to use that list that I spend more than $60,000 to collect... plus a lot of time nurturing the 
relationship with, and weʼll get the word out to this list.

Itʼs so powerful that, in the past, weʼve even sold homes WITHOUT even putting them on the market.

Plus, think about the ripple effect of spreading the word to these people - who do they know that might want to buy a home?  The impact is really 
amazing.



So we send an email to these people when we have a new listing... and sometimes weʼll send it out to “pre-market” and generate a buzz.  Once 
in a while, weʼll find a buyer before we even list your home.  Thatʼs always a lot of fun, and it definitely saves you a lot of time and hassle.

I donʼt expect that to happen every time, but itʼs good to build a pre-market EXCITEMENT around your house.



Imagine - we have a captive audience of more than SEVEN THOUSAND people... plus another THREE THOUSAND from social media sites like 
Facebook and Twitter...

How many other agents are able to offer you THAT kind of exposure?  (pause)



Itʼs almost like weʼre SHAKING THE TREE, and then seeing which coconuts fall into our hands.



This is Milton Daily Homes, and itʼs a site we built to bond with that list of people.

Every day we do a video, and we talk about all the new listings that have come on the market.

(Have you seen the site and the videos?)



And we LOVE showcasing our own listings... they always get extra special treatment.



500 visits 
per day

560,000+ 
total views

(and counting...)

That site gets about 500 visits a day... and since we started early in 2010, weʼve had over 400,000 views (and counting).

With all of that traffic, what I like to say to people is that it only takes ONE buyer to sell your house.

And with our system, you have a much greater chance of reaching that ONE buyer.



Customized Property Website...

1122Laurier.com

Hereʼs the thing.  I know that youʼre going to be having conversations about your home.

And wouldnʼt it be nice to have an easy way to share information about your home?

I hear these conversations all the time - “oh just go to W 1 5 8 4 3 9 7 2 and youʼll find our listing”

Thatʼs not very powerful at all.  So weʼve come up with a better way.

Weʼre going to create a customized property website, like this one at 1122Laurier.com

(So we would create a site for you called [###] [STREET] [.COM] eg 805 Ferguson dot com).

How does that sound?



On the site, weʼll have all of the photos...



Next Step

Plus a longer description, the local schools, and they can even calculate their payments.

But the best part is that they can request a showing, and it goes directly to my phone.

We want to give them crystal clear next steps... and no other site does this as well as our site.



Just like the squirrel - one step at a time.



or YOU RICH?Me Famous...

Okay Iʼm going to give you two options, and Iʼd like for you to choose one.

Would you rather your AGENT get famous?

Or would YOU rather get rich?

I knew it!

But see most agents are promoting themselves on YOUR marketing budget.  Theyʼll send out a flyer, and your property is just a little tiny picture 
compared to their name and slogan.

Hereʼs the thing:  I donʼt need to get famous.  Most of my business is referred to me by great clients who we treat really well.  So my main focus 
is on getting you rich.

Thatʼs what we both want, donʼt we?  (jokingly)



Letʼs look at what happens in the real world...

Most agents are actually advertising themselves and getting famous.

Here weʼve got the 24-hour agent, and hereʼs some information about the house.  But wait - no next steps about the house?  But sure we can 
get a FREE market evaluation, or we can go to HIS website...



Hereʼs another example.  Look at this one.

His head is bigger than the house.  And the company logo is huge.

The best is the property description.  He uses more words to remind everyone about Motherʼs Day than he does about the 4-bedroom colonial.

Boy oh boy.  I see this every day.

You probably do as well?

Thought so.



What Are They REALLY Selling?

Itʼs too bad, because we ALL know the answer to this one.

Letʼs look at what we do different...



Hereʼs our postcard.

“Do you know what your neighbours did last night?”

Hmmm... interesting.

“Theyʼve been plotting for a long time?”  No kidding.

The thing that makes this card successful is that it doesnʼt look like propaganda.  It looks like news.  And people are conditioned to read news, 
but they have a huge advertising filter.  This postcard gets read 3-to-5 times as often as a normal postcard.

And in keeping with our theme for the night, we give them the two easiest next steps if they want to find out more - they can call a free recorded 
message, or they can go to a website.

Itʼs really fun to track these cards, and to see all the activity once theyʼre delivered.  Because your neighbours are curious.

So the number one goal is to GET THE CARD READ... 



300-500% More Response To Our Flyer

More people reading this postcard means more money to you.  It just makes sense.

And remember that 6% of the time, itʼs a neighbour, friend or relative thatʼs finding the buyer for you.  So itʼs an important piece of the marketing 
puzzle - far more effective than an open house for the general public, or even a print ad.

Itʼs focused marketing, and it works.



Yard Signs...

Now Iʼm going to show you how we completely blow away the competition with our yard signs.

Remember that this is the third most popular way that people found the home that they eventually bought.  And nobody helps them get 
information better than we do.



1

34

5

2

There are 5 very powerful ways to get information about your home on our sign.

Number 1 - they can take a flyer from the box

Number 2 - they can take a flyer home to show their family

Number 3 - they can call a 24-hour 1-800-number with a free recorded message and listen to details about your house

Number 4 - they can scan this QR code with their smartphone and get instant information

and finally, thereʼs the least popular way, which is to call our team directly to get details



Most agents, if they use any kind of flyer box... the box is usually empty... but if there are flyers in the box, most of the time itʼs the MLS printout.

This is a problem.

The first issue I have is that you need your secret decoder to figure out what most of this stuff means.  Itʼs not very user-friendly if you donʼt have 
a real estate license.

And the second (far more important) reason I think that strategy sucks is because thereʼs NO CRYSTAL CLEAR NEXT STEP.  You just gave me 
all the information... and thereʼs nothing indiciating what I should do now...

Weʼve established that good marketing is all about laying those seeds down in a row... so this one fails the test.



Hereʼs one of our signs, in the wild.

When you pick up a flyer from our box, itʼs got some really great information from the buyerʼs perspective.

You can call a completely non-threatening hotline, you can go to a very cleverly named website, or you can scan the code with your phone.

Those are the 3 EASIEST ways for a buyer to get information about your home.



And itʼs so easy to see why those methods work so well.

Imagine your buyer is like a mouse.

What are a mouseʼs prime directives in life?  When they wake up in the morning, whatʼs hard wired into their brain?  (let them answer)



One of the prime motivators in a mouseʼs brain is find cheese.

So the buyers out there all want information, thatʼs their cheese.  They want to buy a house.

But whatʼs the other thing mice are hard-wired to do?



Avoid cats.

Yup.

And most agents are showing their whiskers all over the place.  They donʼt give any other option but to walk right into the jaws of the cat.

Our methods work so well because we give them “whisker free offers of information”.  We give them the cheese.  And if theyʼre interested, they 
come to us.

Itʼs attracting the mice instead of chasing them.  And itʼs far more profitable for you when that happens.



Weʼve even tested our 1-800 number against our office number.  Let me ask you this...



Which Way Would YOU Prefer?

Which way would YOU prefer if you were shopping for a home?  Call a salesperson, or listen to a message?



500% Higher
Response!

What weʼve found is that we get FIVE TIMES as many calls to our hotline, compared to our direct line.

And it really makes sense when you understand the cheese and whiskers philosophy.



Press “0” to Talk to Me...

I donʼt want to leave them hanging, so of course the hotline needs a next step.

So they can press “0” and they can talk to us anytime they want while theyʼre listening.



The BEST part about everything we do, including the hotline, is that we can track numbers.

If your home isnʼt selling in 1, 2 or 4 weeks, or longer, then we can look at how many web hits weʼre getting, how many people listened to your 
message, how long they listened for... the feedback from the showings... so weʼve got a lot of dials on the dashboard to look at.

Itʼs a lot more scientific to see if weʼre on track if we have some numbers to examine.

Do you see the value in tracking all of our activities, so we can see whatʼs really working?



Next is the QR code.

That magic little barcode.

Are you familiar with QR codes?

Have you ever scanned one?



Weʼre seeing them pop up all over the place - on posters....



on wine bottles...



on massive billboards...



... and on our sign and flyers!



Unlike most agents, we bought our codes - which allows us to track everything.

Remember how we talked about our hotline getting 5 times as many calls?

Well - our QR codes are getting scanned 3 times MORE than the hotline is being called.  Itʼs the most popular way that buyers are getting 
information about our houses.

So if youʼve talked with ANY agent thatʼs not doing these... I think theyʼre doing themselves a disservice, and more importantly... YOU are losing 
a lot of eyeballs on your listing.

We can even see what type of phone they used when they scanned.  Isnʼt that neat?



I love these systems even more because theyʼre open 24 hours a day.

(Like the McDonaldʼs drive-thru)

If somebody sees our sign at midnight - they can get all the information they want.  Itʼs great.



We do print ads, but remember how small the percentage of success was.

When we do, we make it easy to get information by using the website, the hotline, and the QR code.  The big 3.



Iʼve avoided talking about one of the largest pieces of pie.

Real estate agents.

Weʼve got an email list of agents, and we email the agents who have sold more than 5 homes this year in Milton.  Plus, we page every Royal 
LePage agent in our office with listing details, and we print flyers to leave in everybodyʼs mailbox.

Public open houses have very low success rates, but thereʼs one open house that I think is tremendously helpful for you.

An agents open house.

We usually run them on Tuesdays during the day, and we usually get about twice the turnout as most people.  Can you guess why?  (pause)



Hereʼs why...

We put out some nice food and drinks for them.  They love it.

Agents love goodies.  Believe me, I know.  :)

But think of the leverage - each one of those agents is probably working with, or speaking to, anywhere from a handful to dozens of buyers in the 
next 30 days.  So having them come to your home is tremendously effective in keeping your house TOP of MIND.

So a little ethical bribe to get them out will definitely help your effort to sell your home.



Directly From Sellers
2%

Print Advertisement
2%

Home Builder
5%

Friend, Relative or Neighbour
6%

Yard Sign
12%

Real Estate Agents
36%

Internet
36%

So basically, our vision is to spend your marketing budget in the most effective way - and to be the very BEST in each one of the categories - 
especially the largest ones.



Reverse Offers

Iʼll mention quickly some of the other great things we do.

What we want to do is attempt to get interested buyers on paper negotiating.  Many buyers are hesitant and are afraid to make a binding offer.  
So what we want to do is entice them with a little something....

We want to START a negotiation, and be as active as we can, so after each second showing, if we receive positive feedback, and if you are 
comfortable, weʼll send them an offer, because what weʼre doing is taking the stress off them.

We donʼt want to come across as desperate, so this is only used 24 hours after the second showing.

If a buyer was going to bring an offer it would have been during the first 24 hours... and we would put everything in your offer that you would be 
comfortable with if the shoes were on the other foot.  We just need to help the buyers jump off the fence sometimes.

Can you see the advantage of being proactive when looking to sell your home?



Home Enhancement Action Plan

I introduced Liane from Rprojex to you... Iʼd like to have her over to your house, to see if we can find some “low cost, high return” bang for the 
buck suggestions that will help get you a lot more money when you sell.

Our clients usually see a 3-to-1 return for the money spent, and youʼre typically looking at cutting your days on the market in half.  More buyer 
interest, more money and all that other good stuff.

We believe so strongly in her advice and suggestions, that her consultation is included in our fee, so would you like her phone number?  (pause)

Perfect.



letʼs face it...

which house would you rather buy?



sometimes less is more... simple is always better when it comes to getting your home ready



buyers have a tough time imagining a room with no identity or purpose, and the effects can be dramatic with and without



and sometimes Elvis just has to leave the building...



Easy Exit Guarantee

We also have an Easy Exit Guarantee - which means if youʼre not happy with us - on day 1, week 1, month 1 - fire us.

No fine print, no questions asked.

We need to be in a win-win relationship where thereʼs mutual benefit for both of us.

And we wouldnʼt make this kind of guarantee if we knew you wouldnʼt be thrilled.  But just in case, weʼre putting this out there, so that you can be 
confident that weʼve always got your best interests at heart.



60-Day Sold Guarantee

We also have a 60-day sold guarantee, and when we talk about pricing, Iʼm going to give you some data, and then Iʼm going to help you interpret 
it.

Weʼre going to come up with a price together, and Iʼll give you an idea of how long homes are taking to sell.  Then weʼll figure out what the best 
price will be to sell in less than 30 days, less than 60 days, and in 90 days.  And youʼll have the option to hold us accountable to that 60-day 
price.  If it doesnʼt sell in 60 days, thereʼs a penalty to our fees.

The main reason we do this is so that we both have something to lose if a result doesnʼt happen.  I want you to know that weʼre always on the 
same team.

You do want an agent that has an interest in the final result, do you not?



Helping Home:
Cancer Research Donation

Finally, I wanted to let you know that our team donates a portion of every home thatʼs bought or sold with us to cancer research.

Itʼs our way of giving back.  And almost everyone I know has lost someone to cancer.



Smooth Process

TEAM 
Approach

So thatʼs the plan.

An incredible and dedicated team to help you... this includes our communication guarantee and having numerous team members working for 
you on a daily basis, plus we work with more buyers than any team in the area.



Solid Plan

Marketplace 
KNOWLEDGE

Practical, out-in-the-field experience and knowledge about the Milton market... so you can make the best decisions with all the facts.



EXCLUSIVE 
Home Selling 

Strategies

Better Results

Home selling strategies that, as you saw, are not being done by ANYBODY else... that will lead to more money for you in less time.



More Buyers

ACTIVE Ways 
of Attracting 

Buyers

And many of those strategies are ACTIVELY attracting the buyers, moving them closer and closer to buying your house.  That means more 
opportunity, and the highest possible chance you have to sell your home.



TEAM 
Approach

Marketplace 
KNOWLEDGE

EXCLUSIVE 
Home Selling 

Strategies

ACTIVE Ways 
of Attracting 

Buyers

So, can you see how our team, our knowledge, our innovative programs and our second-to-none marketing all combine to get your home sold 
faster, for more money, with the least amount of hassle?

So after all that, can I ask you something?



Based on what we have covered here, and assuming we come to an agreement on asking price, 
would you like me to handle this for you?
(repeat if necessary. This will isolate any other objection).

(Essentially - DO YOU BELIEVE WE ARE THE BEST PEOPLE TO SELL YOUR HOME?”)

Wait for ʻYesʼ then move to pricing, then fee…in that order.

The natural result if you have a really good presentation should be for the client to stop you during the presentation…or when you are done to 
sign.


